
This tool takes the work out of your carving projects.

For the carving of all types of wood. For the restoration of furniture and for the restoration of antiques. For
linocuts and precision paint removal.

It is also possible to process plaster. Special, balanced, low noise DC motor with extreme high life expectancy. Gear head
made of die-cast aluminum. Main housing of fiberglass reinforced POLYAMIDE. Three high-grade Japanese knife inserts
made from bimetal (U-form, V-form and flat blade) are included.

The heart of our MICROMOT precision tools for 115V: the direct current (DC) special motor.

Technical data:
Speed 10,000 cuts/min.
Max. Power 1/10 hp (50W)
Volts 110 - 120V AC, 60Hz
Length 9" (230mm) w/o knife
Weight 1.5 lbs (680g)
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See us on YouTube!
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California Residents Prop 65 Information

WARNING:
This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Video MSG

Three bi-metalic Japanese carving blades included.

The Power Carver MSG is supplied in a high-grade polypropylene storage case. It is attractive, extremely stable and
sufficiently large to enable the machine to be replaced in it after completion of the work without fiddly refitting. A clear label
on the side identifies the content.

Replacement Carving Blades
High quality laminated steel (bi-metal) blades in V shape, large and small gouge, flat with straight
and rounded cutting edge. All 5 to a set. For carving and detailing wood (all types), plaster of
Paris, aerated concrete, linoleum. Also for removing fine layers of paint or finish.
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Profiled Sharpening Stone
Pure oilstone for a razor sharp cutting edge. With pre-profiled surface for easy sharpening and
reshaping all carving knives in the PROXXON program (see above). Approx. dimensions 4" x 2
1/2" x 5/8" (100 x 63 x 15mm).

NO 28 578

Note:
Ideal for wood cutters: a rasp disc made of the same material in combination with the
MICROMOT long neck angle grinder LHW/E.
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